For classical polynomials orthogonal with respect to a positive measure supported on the real line, the moment matrix is Hankel and positive definite. The polynomials satisfy a three term recurrence relation. When the measure is supported on the complex unit circle, the moment matrix is positive definite and Toeplitz. Then they satisfy a coupled Szeg6 recurrence relation but also a three term recurrence relation. In this paper we study the generalization for formal polynomials orthogonal with respect to an arbitrary moment matrix and consider arbitrary Hankel and Toeplitz matrices as special cases. The relation with Pad~ approximation and with Krylov subspace iterative methods is also outlined.
Introduction
In classical situations, formal orthogonal polynomials (OPs) are studied with respect to some linear functional. The "inner product" (p, q) of two polynomials is defined as In general there are singular leading submatrices of the moment matrix, but there is a certain structure in the grouping of singular submatrices of a Hankel matrix. This is usually reflected in a Block Structure Theorem of some kind [17] . The OPs will also be grouped in blocks which will be block orthogonal, that is, each polynomial in a block will be orthogonal to all polynomials in previous blocks, but they need not be orthogonal to other polynomials in the same block. Instead of speaking about formal block orthogonal polynomials, we shall go on calling them OPs for simplicity.
These formal OPs are generalizations of classical OPs with respect to a positive measure supported on (part of) the real line. See [13] . They still satisfy formal analogs of a three term recurrence relation and a Christoffel-Darboux type formula. These properties can be written in matrix notation and so they give rise to Hankel factorization properties, Hankel inversion formulas, Jacobi matrices etc. See [18] . They are also related to Pad6 approximation and continued fractions [39, Chap. 11] , [40] ; and they also deliver the formulas in Lanczos-type methods for the iterative solution of large (sparse) linear systems or eigenvalueproblems [33, 23, 24, 22] .
On the other hand, there is a Szegd theory of OPs with respect to a measure supported on the complex unit circle. These Szeg6 polynomials also satisfy a three term recurrence relation, but also a coupled recurrence relation for the polynomials and their reciprocals. In this classical situation, the moment matrix is Toeplitz, Hermitian, strongly regular and positive definite. Here the formal generalization is to consider a moment matrix which is an arbitrary Toeplitz matrix. They will also satisfy a block orthogonality relation. There are many correspondences with the Hankel case, but also many differences. One thing that is lost is the symmetry and one should in fact speak about biorthogonal polynomials since left and right OPs are not the same. This was not the case for the Hankel matrix since a Hankel matrix is always symmetric. Again it is possible to generalize the recurrence relations, Christoffel-Darboux formulas, factorization and inversion formulas for Toeplitz matrices (usually referred to as GohbergSemencul formulas). The Jacobi matrix, which is tridiagonal (or block tridiagonal) in the Hankel case has however to be replaced by an upper Hessenberg matrix (which is tridiagonal again in the symmetric case). These OPs are related to Laurent-Pad~ and two-point Pad~ approximation.
The next step in the generalization is to consider a moment matrix which has no structure whatsoever. How much of the previous properties can be generalized and what is lost? This would be a generalization of OPs with respect to a measure with a support somewhere in the complex plane (e.g., somewhere on a Jordan curve or on some Julia set). Such formal orthogonalities were also considered by Brezinski [6, 4, 3] . Of course there is a big gap between the highly structured Hankel or Toeplitz matrices and arbitrary matrices. Several intermediate possibilities can be considered. There are other kinds of structured matrices (Sylvester, Bezoutian, L6wner, Cauchy, Vandermonde, etc.), there is the notion of displacement rank [28, 26] , which covers the whole gap. Also, block Hankel and Toeplitz matrices can be considered. The vector orthogonal polynomials of dimension d as considered in [6, 38] , correspond to block Hankel (d > 0) or Toeplitz (d < 0) matrices whose blocks are Idl • 1.
Formal orthogonal polynomials appear implicitly or explicitly in different situations. They have been known and used for a long time in connection with Pad6 approximation and continued fractions. Lately, they became popular in connection with Lanczos type iterative methods of linear algebra. See in this connection the contribution of Brezinski in the na-digest [5] , which contains several references.
The purpose of this paper is to bring together all these applications and at the same time place them in a more general framework of formal orthogonal polynomials. This is done in section 2. As far as we know, this has never been done before. It will be shown how much of the classical theory of Hankel and Toeplitz matrices can be generalized. In section 3, these results are specialized to the Hankel case. Most of the results in this section are of course well known: the relation with Pad6 approximation, continued fractions and Krylov subspace methods in linear algebra. We include these results anyway to make the connection with the general case clear. The relation between Schur complements and the Euclidean algorithm seems to be new. For the Toeplitz case, considered in section 4, the literature can also provide several algorithms to solve the problems for a matrix which is not strongly regular. A survey of all these results and their interconnection is not readily available, however. In particular, the results about the block factorization of the Hessenberg matrix as a product of a block bidiagonal and the inverse of a block bidiagonal has not been considered before.
One note of warning: although this paper ties up with many numerical problems (orthogonal polynomials, moment problems, continued fractions, solution of linear systems, eigenvalue computation, Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization, difference equations, Schur complements, rational approximation,...) and algorithms (Euclidean algorithm and the Schur algorithm, fast algorithms for structured matrices and interpolation problems, iterative methods in linear algebra, etc.), we do not discuss their numerical aspects in detail and suppose that computations are performed in exact arithmetic. Our only objective is to reveal their common backbone of formal orthogonal polynomials. Discussing the numerical aspects would lead us too far, since each of these numerical problems has its own requirements for the way a practical implementation is realized and the technicalities may be divergent. We can, however, mention that an important tool to cope with stability problems is the design of look-ahead versions of the proposed algorithms. Such versions exist for the Hankel and Toeplitz case for which we refer to the existing literature. This look-ahead idea is adaptable for the general situation but we do not discuss it here.
We now introduce some notation. If p is a polynomial p(z) = ~ pi zi, then P will denote its coefficient vector, i.e., the column matrix of its coefficients 9 T, P = [P0,Pl,...]7". If we denote z = [1, z, z-,...] then p(z) = zrP. On occasion we also use x, w, y with a meaning similar to z. If p(z) is monic, then, we shall use the notation ,b(z) to denote the polynomial p without its highest degree term, i.e., if p is of degree n, then p(z) = p(z) -z". Of course r, will be its coefficient vector. The coefficient vectors will be of flexible length, i.e., they can be extended with a number of zeros, possibly infinitely many, to match the dimensions in the formula where they appear. The Frobenius or companion matrix for the monic polynomial p(z) is defined as
The matrix Z will denote the down shift matrix. It will also be assumed to have a flexible length. The effect of the multiplication MZ is that all the elements of M are shifted one place to the left. We shall indicate this by the notation M < = MZ. Similarly, Z rM will shift the elements one place up and we shall denote it as M ^ = ZTM. 2. Formal orthogonality: general moment matrix
Moment matrix and generator
Consider a complex bilinear form (', ") defined on the set of complex polynomials C[z], which is linear in the second factor and conjugate linear in the first one: 
It is defined by its moments
#,j = (z',zJ), i,j = O, 1M(W, 7_,) = ((l --Wr --Zr -1) = Z m[i"J(z)l~/= Z m[*'J](w)zJ" i=0 j=0
Block biorthogonality
Using the coefficient vectors of the polynomials and the moment matrix, we can express the inner product as follows
If the moment matrix were strongly regular, then we could use the two-sided Gram-Schmidt procedure to orthogonalize the system of polynomials 1, z, z2,... to generate the biorthogonal system {b;, a;}~ _>0, where ag and b~ may be chosen to be monic polynomials of degree i. Biorthogonality means that the polynomials satisfy (be, a j)= r Dg~ ~ O. The set {b;} is the set of left orthogonal polynomials (LOP) and {a;} is the set of right orthogonal polynomials (ROP 
where the entries Dkk are nonzero.
In general however, we can only guarantee the existence of a block biorthogonal system. This means the following. Suppose the submatrices M [u, u] of the moment matrix M for u=u~,u2,...,Uu are the successive regular ones. If N is finite, we define uN+~ = oo and in any case set u0 =0. Then a,+l = u,+~ -u, for n = 0, 1,... ,N will be the number of polynomials that will be grouped in block n.
So, let block n consist of the an+ l ROPs Thus we use the notation a, k, to denote the kth polynomial of block n, i.e., a, k = a~,+k-1, k = 1,... ,a,,+~. Using a similar notation for the LOPs, one has <b,,aj) = = ;jD,j, j/Jk= I,...,~i+ I where Djj is a square matrix of size aj+l, and (5,.j represents the Kronecker delta. We have again the relation (2.2), but now with Djj square matrices. The choice of the block sizes will guarantee that the Djj are regular. In fact it guarantees that there is no factorization of the form (2.2) with smaller blocks that are regular. For further reference we state its finite dimensional version. Suppose that an index n for the matrices below means that we take the v,,,+ ~ x v,+~ leading submatrices ~, then we get from (2.2)
In fact such a relation holds for any u x u leading submatrix (not only the regular ones). It then follows that also all the leading submatrices of each block Dkk of D are singular, except for the complete block which is regular. Indeed, B and A are unit lower triangular matrices. Hence any of its leading submatrices has determinant 1 and thus is det M[u, u] = det D [u, u] . Since M[u, u] is nonsingular iff u is equal to some index u,,, the result follows.
In what follows, we shall concentrate on the right biorthogonal polynomials and call them ROPs for short. Of course, similar results can be obtained for the left biorthogonal polynomials.
of block n has degree u,, and it is right orthogonal to all poly-
The first ROP a, nomials of lower degree:
(zi, a~(z)) = 0 for i = 0, 1,...,u,-1.
Note, however, that (z ~", a, 1) can be zero. Following Draux [13] , we could call it a regular OP. It is also a True right Orthogonal Polynomial in the classical sense (i.e., not in block sense). Therefore we shall call it the TOP of block n. It is unique if monically normalized since its coefficient vector has to satisfy a linear system (2.4) where A= [A~ r 1] r and M,_I =M [u,,vn ] is a regular submatrix of M. The remaining polynomials in block n will be called Internal OPs (IOPs). These IOPs are not uniquely defined in general. We do require that they have precise degree, k has degree u, + k-1 (we could, e.g., make them monic) but they need i.e. a n only be orthogonal to all polynomials in previous blocks and not necessarily to previous polynomials in the same block. The latter would be impossible for all polyt We stick to the convention than an index u will refer to a scalar numbering, while an index n will refer to a block numbering.
nomials in a block because of the singularity of the leading submatrices when one is inside a block. There is a way to make them uniquely defined though, when apart from being k monic we require a, to be not only right orthogonal to all bj,j < n of corresponding previous left blocks, but also to all b~, polynomials in the corresponding left k block, with the exception of one. Thus a, is orthogonal to all b~, for m=0,1,...,n-1, i= 1,...,a,,+l and also to bt~, l= 1,...,a,+l, l~lk,n with {lk,, :k = 1,...,a,+l} = {1,...,a,+l}. That is, we require D~, = (b,,a,) to be a permuted diagonal matrix. This is always possible since one Gaussian elimination with pivoting shows that for every regular matrix D, there exists a unit upper triangular matrix U and a unit lower triangular matrix L such that LDU is a permuted diagonal.
From the definition, it follows that whenever [a0, a~,. We shall, however, be liberal in the choice of the IOPs. When we say block orthogonal we mean that the polynomials in a block are of strict degree (monic) and orthogonal to the polynomials in the previous blocks where the beginning position and the size of each block is dictated by the rank structure of M through the indices u. (the block indices) and a,,+l (the block sizes).
Schur complements
The two-sided block Gram-Schmidt method produces the block biorthogonal polynomials, that is, it generates the unit upper triangular matrices A and B which satisfy BnMA = D. Therefore it computes block UDL factorizations of M~ -I for all n=0,1,...,N-1.
We can however also write M=B-nDA -l. Defining the unit upper triangular matrices V = B -~ and U = A -l, we also get [32] in the context of positive definite Toeplitz matrices, but has been generalized to matrices with low displacement rank (see e.g., [27, 12] We remark that S = I + an/3 and T = I +/3a n are both regular matrices because The matrices o~ and/3 generalize the reflection coefficient for the first step in the classical Schur algorithm for positive definite Toeplitz matrices. We can easily make the connection with formula (2.9) by taking the generating functions: and this can be rewritten in the form
which shows that Hi (w)nG1 (z) is a factorization for M<o/(w, z) (see (2.9)), and the algorithm can proceed to the next step by following the same procedure. The Schur = ~, z= I LzO, a,(z) algorithm thus updates the successive Schur complements in factored form and at the same time one gets the block columns and rows (generated by h0(w) and g0(z)) of a block LDU factorization of M. This procedure will break down when the maximal rank of M has been reached. There is no longer a regular leading submatrix of which to take the Schur complement.
Fourier series and reproducing kernels
The formal Fourier expansions with respect to a biorthogonal polynomial system with left/right blocks {bk, ak}, k = 0, 1,..., can be given as If the coefficient vectors for the ROPs in the blocks A0, A~,..., A n are collected in the unit upper triangular matrix An, (and similarly for the LOPs) then we know that (2.3) holds. Filling this into (2.13) gives (2.11).
For the reproducing property note that
which is the (formal) Fourier expansion of a(y) because if we set a(y)= ~7=0 bg (y)d,-with di E C '~' § • then we find from the orthogonality that
which proves the theorem.
[] Note the duality between (2.6) and (2.11). The first gives a dyadic decomposition of M and is in fact a (block) LDU decomposition of M which is related to nonsymmetric Choleski and Schur algorithms. The second is a dyadic decomposition of M -I and gives a so called inverse LDU decomposition of M (a UDL decomposition of M-l). This is related to Gram-Schmidt type of algorithms, reproducing kernels, biorthogonal polynomials and, if there is some structure in M, it will also result in a Christoffel-Darboux type relation. See for example [27] for the Hermitian positive definite case of matrices with low displacement rank.
The Hessenberg matrix
The generalization of the Jacobi matrix for classical orthogonal polynomials is an upper Hessenberg matrix when the moment matrix has no special structure. To give a finite dimensional analog and to show the block structure of T, we remark that T could be the result of a block two-sided Gram-Schmidt procedure.
The latter transforms the set 1, z, z2,.., into a set of block left/right orthogonal polynomials by the following procedure. Start with a0 = 1 and then generate
for the ROPs in block k, i.e. for Vk < u + 1 < Uk+l. (A similar relation holds for the LOPs). If we place all the generated polynomials of block k in the vector ak = [auk,... ,auk+,-,] then we know that the block is complete as soon as the matrix (bk, ak} is regular. This defines the block size ak+, and together with the previous ones also the block index Uk+ l = ~-]fi-+-l I O~i. For n > k this can be summarized in the relation
(2.14)
The block Ti,k is a matrix of size ai+, x ak+,, the diagonal block is square and has the form of a companion matrix. Its last column is equal to (bk, ak>-' (bk, zauk +,-,>. The subdiagonal block Tk+ ,.k is zero except for its right top element which is 1. This last column is special because it relates the first polynomial a~+, of the next block with the previous blocks a0,..., ak. Writing this out for k = 0,..., n and translating this to the matrices of coefficient vectors we get 
Bn M,,F,A, B~ M,,A,, T,, D,,T,, J,.
(2.16)
As a direct consequence, we find the following determinant expressions for a,,+~.
Theorem 2.4
The TOP a),+~ of block n + 1 is given by the following determinant expressions
where we have used the notation that was introduced above.
The rest follows from (2.4).
[]
Padd approximation
We now give some general rational approximation that can be obtained from the elements we have collected so far.
Let MI~'*l(z) be the generator for row i, and define gt~l(z) = z-~MI~'*J(z-~), i.e., Furthermore, using the notation introduced above, define
where e; is the ith unit vector. Then ~,k = lh~,k for k = 0, 1,..., u~+~. We formulate this as a theorem.
Theorem 2.5
Let g[;l be defined notation introduced before, the latter can also be expressed as
or in the rational form by (2.17) and the rational function g~l by (2.18) . With the
with the numerator, a polynomial of the second kind, given by
C~']+I(Z) = (~i'aln+l(z)--al+'(~))
It has the determinant expression 
This proves that 
where we have used the expression (2.17) for g [i] . Expanding (z-~') -I as ~ ~kz-Ik+l), one sees that the second term is of the form Y~'ff=0 ~Tk z-lk+l) with r/k the coefficient of z -(k+~) in the expansion of g[;la,~+l. Therefore the left hand side of (2.24) is polynomial. Since l has degree Ii] l a, + 1 u, + 1 and #ij = #~) for j = 0,...,u,,+~, it follows that the polynomial part of g~ a,,+j (which is c~+~ by definition) and ofgtiJa~,+1 is the same. This proves (2.21).
The determinant expression (2.22) for the numerator can be found as follows.
First note that
The previous theorem shows a kind of vector Pad+ approximation. Indeed, when we consider the vector with components g[il(z), i = 0,...,u-1 where u= u,+l and the vector of rational approximants g~l(z), then, since deg c~~+ ,< deg al, § l, the number of parameters in the latter is u 2 (for the numerator coefficients)+/,, (for the monic denominator), giving a total of (v+ 1)u parameters, which is precisely the number of coefficients that is fitted in the u series. The block two-sided Gram-Schmidt procedure computes the denominators of the approximants for increasing n. This generates approximants of increasing degree un, but also the number of series and the number of approximants is increasing! However, it is possible to keep this number constant when we choose a special moment matrix. We shall not go into the details here, but the idea is that if we want to have d different series to fit where d is independent of n, then one should consider a moment matrix which satisfies the relation #i,j+l =#i+a,: for all i,j E N. This means that M is a block Hankel matrix with blocks of size d • I. An extreme example is the case d = 1, i.e. the moment matrix is Hankel, and then only one series is fitted, the other rows being shifted versions. This is also the idea behind the so called vector orthogonal polynomials of size d as considered in [37] . The qualification "vector" does not refer to the polynomials, since they are scalar, but to the fact that they are orthogonal with respect to several (i.e., a vector of) linear functionals, viz., each of the d series is a generator for the moments of a functional. This is in contrast with the classical Hankel case, where there is only one linear functional. An alternative way of describing the previous pattern in the moment matrix is to apply row permutations, so that we can think of the moment matrix as consisting of horizontal bands with a Hankel structure. Then the number of different bands corresponds to the number of series that are fitted. The number of rows in each band is related to the number of extra coefficients that are fitted (on top of the number that is always fitted in the general case) for the series that is associated with that band. The latter approach is more flexible because it allows to make bands with a different number of rows, hence allowing a different order of approximation per series. However, when one wants to compute the approximants recursively with an increasing order of approximation for the different series, then the rearrangement as in the vector orthogonal polynomials is more appropriate. It is possible to obtain a different order of approximation per series by including some irregularities in the d-periodicity of the moments.
If row i and row i+ 1 are two rows in the same Hankel band, then 
Krylov subspace iteration
We can make the following connection with Krylov subspace methods.
Consider the Krylov matrices
where the x0 and Y0 are arbitrary vectors of the vector space ~z-= Cp (with p finite or infinite) and P and Q some matrices. The column spaces of the matrices X and Y are Krylov spaces. In general, one denotes a Krylov subspace of order v as
Only when the xk are all linearly independent, the dimension of ~(x, P) will be v. In the special case that P = Q, M will be a Hankel matrix and when P = Q-l, M will be Toeplitz but it is an arbitrary matrix in general. Note also that the generator allows a natural factorization (recall the Schur algorithm of section 2.3) 
M(w, z) = Y(w)HX(z) =-y~(I --wQH)-H(I --zP)-'Xo

(P).
A symmetric argumentation will give similar results with respect to Q. In principle, when the dimension of ~U is N, then o,~N (x 0, P) and ozcgN (y0, QH) will be equal to the whole vector space ~/ on condition that the rank of X and Y is N. This of course will depend upon the choice of the initial vectors x 0 and Y0 and the Jordan structure of P and Q. When the rank of M is smaller than N, the Krylov methods have a breakdown and in general it is not guaranteed that the spectrum of P and/or of Q will be recovered.
Set rx = rankX, ry = rank Y and r = rank M _< m = min{rx, ry}. Then the Krylov method will break down when u,,+ l = r. At that point, the maximal regular leading submatrix of M is reached and one enters an infinite block of OPs and there is no next TOP. Moreover, the following properties can be easily proved.
Theorem 2.6
With the notation just introduced, we have the following. When r = m = rx, then it is guaranteed that cr(T,) C or(P), that the range of X,, is P-invariant and if ~3 is an eigenvector of T,, i.e., Tn73 = A~3, then v = .~',~3 is an eigenvector of P: Pv = Av. [] When r < m, however, then it may happen that we do not find any eigenvalue either of P or of Q.
An example of the latter situation is the choice p = The rank ofM = YnX is 1, while the rank of X and Y is 2. The algorithm breaks down after step u = 1 and will give A = 3 as an approximation of or(P) and A = 2 as an approximation of a(Q). Both values are wrong.
Formal orthogonality: the Hankel case
When the moment matrix has a Hankel structure, the theory is well known, and this section does not contain new results. We only give a brief survey to tie up with the general case and proofs are only given when they are short and clarify the link with the previous section. We are somewhat more precise to establish a less known equivalence between the Schur algorithm for Hankel matrices and the Euclidean algorithm. For other details, the reader who is interested should consult the literature. See for example [13, [21] [22] [23] [24] 30] .
The moment matrix and its generator
Now we shall suppose that the moment matrix has a Hankel structure, i.e., #,j = #i+j. Because #ij = #;+j = (z i, z j ) = (z i+j, 1) = (1, z ~ +j) , it is clear that we do not really need a bilinear form. In fact, we can reduce the definition of the bilinear form to the definition of a linear form # on the set of polynomials defined by The Hankel structure also implies symmetry. Thus an Hermitian Hankel is automatically real. Therefore, classically, real Hankel moment matrices appear in the context of real orthogonal polynomials on a real (possibly infinite) interval. Here however, we allow the moments and the polynomials to be complex. The symmetry of the moment matrix then implies that if ak (z) = ZrAk is the kth ROP, then we can choose bk(Z) = 8k(Z) = zTfkk to be the kth LOP. Thus we may replace the matrix B/r from the previous formulas by A r.
Block biorthogonality and block Jacobi matrix
The recurrence relation is well known for the Hankel case [13] . We include its derivation for completeness. We first determine the block sizes as follows. since it follows from the relation (3.1) and the over-orthogonality of a, ~ that a,+i is orthogonal to all z j for j = 0, 1,..., u + a -i, hence to all polynomials in the previous blocks as long as 1 < i < a. 
..,a,+ l -1, and for computing the TOP of block n + 1,
where qn(z) is a monic polynomial of degree an+l and p,, is a nonzero constant.
Proof
The internal polynomials were considered in the previous proof. 
Tn,n
If M is strongly regular, all the blocks have size 1 • 1, and then this is an ordinary tridiagonal matrix which is known as the (nonsymmetric) Jacobi matrix which reflects the three term recurrence relation 9 In this regular case each block of An consists of one polynomial ak(z ) ----ak(Z ) = al(z) and aln+l(z)= (Z +'yn)a~(z)+ pna),_ l(z) corresponds to 7",,_ 1,,, = -Pn and Tn,n =-')% For the block case, this generalizes to (3.4), so that Tn,, is the companion matrix of qn, Tn+~.n is, as in the general case, zero except for its right top element, which is 1 and finally Tn_ l,n is zero except for its right top element, which is -Pn. For the initial conditions one may choose a_i = 0 and a01 = 1. Note that the block tridiagonal form of T is immediate from the symmetry of M. Indeed, J = DT = ATM<A = ATM^A = TTD = jr, hence J is symmetric and block upper Hessenberg. Thus block tridiagonal. Therefore, also T is block tridiagonal. From J = DT, it is also easy to find that D and J have a nice lower triangular Hankel structure in their blocks [21, 30] . More precisely, 
Proof
The Hankel structure of Dkk follows from the Hankel structure of M and the Hankel structure of the kth block column of A. The structure of J follows from its symmetry and the structure of T, especially that Tkk is a companion matrix. For more details, we refer to [21, 30] 
Theorem 3.4 (Christoffel-Darboux relation)
Suppose M is a Hankel matrix with block indices Uk and block OPs ak, then the following Christoffel-Darboux relation holds
where p, = (z"+'-l,a l) ~ 0.
Proof
We compute first xK,(y,x). Set a(x)= [ao(x),...,a,(x)] and use xa(x)= r I = 1) to arrive at
a(x)T~+e~an+l(x ) (v u~+ lxK,(y, x) = xa(x)D-~lar(y) = a(x)TnD;lar(y) + a]~+l (x)er, D~lar(Y).
Note that 7--i e, D, selects the last row of D; ~. The latter is block diagonal with last block equal to D~ -2. Since D,n is a Hankel matrix with zeros above the second diagonal and nonzero element p, on this diagonal, its inverse has the form 
xK,(y, x) = a(x) T,,D~l ar (y) + a"+ l(x)a"( Y)
(
Qk i1
Thus qk(z) is the TOP for block number 1 in the sequence of FOPs that can be constructed for the moment matrix S k. Applying the Christoffel-Darboux relation to this situation gives immediately
Lemma 3.5
The generator for D~-~ is given by
Dkl(w,z) qk(w)--qk(z)
= where qk(Z) is the monic polynomial appearing in the recursion for the FOPs a~(z).
Continued fractions and Pad~ approxirnants
The relation with continued fractions and Pad6 approximation has also been studied in [13] . Again we include a proof to show that it is a specialization of the general case of the previous section.
With the generalized "three term recurrence relation" (3.4) we associate the continued fraction whose convergents are C~k/a~, k = 1,2,... with the initial conditions
~ 01]
aL, a~J (3.10) We shall see that these convergents are the approximants that were discussed in section 2.6 for the more general situation.
Recall that with the notation of the general case, gi~ z-lH(z -I) which we denote in the sequel as g(z). The other gIil(z) are now shifted versions of g(z), i.e., We know that in general, /z'~' = #; for i= 0, 1,...,u,,+l. We verify that for the Hankel case the correspondence of the coefficients goes almost twice as far, which makes it an ordinary Pad6 approximant.
Theorem 3.6 The approximant g,,(z) is a Pad+ approximant at infinity for g(z) = z-Ill(z-I). Proof
We already know from the general theorem 2.5 for i = 0 that .....
#2,]F,eo =
Hence 2v+ 1
g.(z) = E #kZ-(k+l) +'''" k=0
This proves that #k and #~ correspond for at least k = 0, 1,..., 2v + 1 = 2vn+ 1 -1. Because al+l is over-orthogonal by an+2 -1, the fit is even better: #k = #~.,
Since a.~+l is the denominator ofg., it has degree u.+l. The corresponding numerator is the polynomial part ofg(z)a~+ l (z) and it can be identified as a polynomial of the second kind (see theorem 2.5). Its degree is therefore u.+l -v~ < u.+l -1. Thus, in view of the degrees of freedom we have (_< 2u.+l) and the number of coefficients that are matched (> 2u.+ i) we have proved that the rational function
g.(z) is a Pad~ approximant at infinity for g(z). []
Theorem 3.7
The approximants g, (z) are the convergents of the continued fraction (3.10).
Proof
The recurrence (3.4) gives
g(z)aln+l (z) = g(z)qn(z)aln(z) + g(z)pna~_l (z).
Each term has a polynomial part and a strictly proper part. (3.13) where c~ § c~+l(z) is the polynomial part (the numerator of g~(z)) and l r,+l(z) is strictly proper (the linearized residual of g~(z)). In view of the degrees of the polynomials and the order of contact, the previous relation can be decoupled as (3.14) r~+t
g(z)a~(z) = c[(z) + r~(z),
c~+t(z ) = q,(z)cl(z) + p,c~_~(z),
(z) = q,(z)r~(z) + p,r~_l(z).
( 3.15) Thus, after checking the initial conditions, we see that the numerator of g,, corresponds to the numerator of the nth convergent. We proved that g,(z) is the nth convergent of (3.10).
[] Note that the recurrence relation for r],(z) starts with r~(z)=g(z) and r[l(z) = -1. We now prove that these r~(z) can be associated with columns of the matrix R = MA. 
r~.+,(z) r~(z) -q.(z) + r~(z-------~'
we see that -q. This is precisely the Euclidean algorithm for power series in z -1 [9, 10] .
Note that the R matrix is block lower triangular and its (nonsingular) leading submatrices R. feature in M. = R.D~IRr. (3.16) so that this gives a Choleski type decomposition for all nonsingular leading submatrices of M. Therefore we can identify the Euclidean algorithm as a fast block Choleski algorithm for Hankel matrices.
The factorization (3.16) can be rewritten in a symmetric version of the form (2.10), which links this up with Schur complements and the Schur algorithm. In fact the Schur algorithm for Hankel matrices is essentially the same as the Euclidean algorithm. To clarify this statement, we start by embedding the Hankel matrices in the larger class of quasi Hankel matrices. These are matrices whose generators satisfy M(w,z) = A matrix Q is quasi Hankel iff there exists a lower triangular Toeplitz matrix L such that M = LQL T is Hankel.
C(w)T C(z) = g2(w)g, (z) -g, (w)g2(z)
W
Proof
Suppose that gl(0) r 0 and g2(0) = 0, say g2(z) = zH(z). Let the first column of L have generator f(z)= 1/gx(z ). Then f(w)Q(w,z)f(z) is the generator of M. This has the form M(w,z) = (wH(w) -zH(z))/(w -z), with H(z) = g2(z)/gl(z),
which proves that M is Hankel. The converse is even simpler to prove.
[] There are several reasons to use this wider class of quasi Hankels. For example, the Christoffel-Darboux formula shows that the inverse of a Hankel matrix is quasi Hankel. Also the Schur complement in a Hankel matrix is not Hankel but quasi Hankel. In fact this holds for any quasi Hankel matrix (see [30] ). The latter will also follow from the next theorem which makes the link between the Schur algorithm and the Euclidean algorithm. Indeed the Euclidean algorithm computes recursive updates of the factors in the generators for the successive Schur complements. These generators are of the appropriate form to show that the Schur complements are quasi Hankel. We first need a change of variables. For r~(z) as defined in theorem 3.8, set hk(Z ) =. z-ukrlk(1/z ) = pk Zak+t -1-higher order terms.
The Euclidean algorithm, which provided the recurrence for the r~(z) translates into
hk+l(z) = Z-~176 + hk(Z)qk(1/Z)].
Define
Gk(z) T = [p-~!,Z-~khk_l(z)[hk(Z)], (3.17)
then the previous update leads to
Gk+,(z) = Ok(z)Gk(Z), Oh(z) = --Pk qk(1/Z) z-~k+"
The Euclidean algorithm is thus equivalent with this recursive update of Gg(z). We now show that these Gk(z) are factors appearing in the generator for the successive Schur complements which were also considered in the general case. 
W-ak+'+l]
.
where dk(w, z) = D~ 1 (W -1 , Z -I ). From lemma 3.5, we know that
(wz)-I (w -z)dk(w, z) = (z -1 --w-' )Dkk(W -1 , Z-') = --(qk( w-I ) --qk( z-1 ))/Pk"
By the induction hypothesis,
(w-z)Mk(w,z) = Gk(W)rZGk(z).
Multiply (3.19) by (w -z) and plug in (3.20)-(3.22), then we get This theorem thus says that the Schur algorithm for Hankel matrices is basically the same as the Euclidean algorithm.
(w -z)Mk+l(W,Z) = (wz)-~k+'{Gk(W)rEGk(Z ) + pklhk(W)hk(Z)[qk(W
The previous theorem was given in the normal case in [29] .
The Lanczos algorithm
When, in the general setting of Krylov subspace methods, we take Q = P, then M will be Hankel with entries #k = Y~pkxo, k = 0, 1, ...
. Its symbol is H(z) =y~(I-zP)-lXo
and the resulting Krylov iteration can be performed efficiently because of the Hankel structure of M. This is the well known Lanczos method for nonsymmetric matrices P. The recent literature is abundant on this subject and we shall not go into details here. See for example [14] for a survey.
Formal orthogonality: the Toeplitz case
Now we shall suppose that the moment matrix M is Toeplitz, i.e.,/~i,j =/Ai-j, but in general it need not be Hermitian or symmetric. Thus we should distinguish between left and right orthogonality. Again, for simplicity we shall only consider
ROPs.
The most popular recurrence relation for polynomials orthogonal on the unit circle with respect to a positive measure is the coupled recursion for the polynomials and their reciprocals. This is the so called Szeg6 recurrence, also used in the Levinson algorithm. The moment matrix for these polynomials is positive Hermitian Toeplitz. It is possible to produce recurrence relations which are nonsymmetric block versions of these coupled recursions (see e.g. [25] ). However, in our development, we shall concentrate on the three term type of recurrence relation.
The generator
The Toeplitz structure of the moment matrix allows to reduce the definition of the bilinear form for polynomials to a linear form defined on the space of Laurent polynomials by (w) --g-(z-') 1 --wz convenience we
This is easily seen by noting that (1 -wz)M(w, z) corresponds to the generator of the displacement difference M -ZMZ r. This can be brought into the form
with
G(w)V=[ 89189 H(z)r = [13_g-(z-l),_ 89
A matrix with generator of the form (4.1) is called a quasi Toeplitz matrix. This class of matrices plays an important role in the recursive construction of Schur complements by the Schur algorithm. We do not consider this any further in this paper, but the reader who is interested can find more information for example in [29] for the Hermitian positive definite case, for the block Toeplitz case in [12] , and for a time-varying notion of displacement rank in [31] . The generator for a Toeplitz matrix can be caught into one single Laurent series. Indeed,
M(z,z -1) = g(z) = Z #kzk = g+(z) -g-(z). k ~ -oo
The g+ and g-series (including its minus sign) appear naturally in the following context. Consider ~,(() = ~/(( -z), then there exist two formal expansions for 7, namely ~'+(() = ~-and ~,-(() = -z--~ .
k=0 k=l These are precisely the expansions which produce the generators g+ and g-since g+(z) = #(7 +) and g-(z) = #('7-).
Christoffel-Darboux relation
For the derivation of a Christoffel-Darboux formula, we shall make use of the persymmetry of a Toeplitz matrix.
Denote by I the permutation matrix (of appropriate size) which has ones on its second diagonal and is zero elsewhere. Its effect on a column vector is turning it upside down 9 A matrix M is persymmetric when ]M] = M r. Obviously, a Toeplitz matrix is persymmetric. Also its inverse is persymmetric and thus for M. = M[v,,+1, Vn+l] , and using the same notation as before.
M2 r = Ignli = B.D~rA r.
Consequently,
can also be written as 
Theorem 4.1 (Christoffel-Darboux relation)
Suppose M is Toeplitz with block OPs {bk, ak} of size OLk_t _ 1 and (bi, aj) = 6iyDi/. Let K,(y, x) be the reproducing kernel and denote by {l~k, ak} the reversed block polynomials, then the following Christoffel-Darboux formula holds
Block structure and lohvidov indices
As in the general case, if the matrix M is not strongly regular, we have to compute the ROPs in blocks 9 However, the blocks that will appear here in a natural way are not the same as the blocks defined in the general case, or as in the section on Hankel matrices.
The block structure is related to the block structure in the M- 
By convention we set detM[n; 0] = 1. The block structure theorem for the M-table says that the zeros in the table will appear in square blocks (possibly infinite) and these blocks are separated by nonzero entries [17, 8] . Therefore we define an M-block as such a square block of zeros including its bottom border and its right border of nonzero entries when these borders are not at infinity. Then, when all the entries of the M-table are nonzero, all M-blocks will be of size 1. In general, the square M-blocks tile the complete M-table without holes. The recurrence we propose moves along the row n = 0 in the M-table (note that M[0;u] = M [u,u] ) and blocks of ROPs will correspond to the M-blocks one has to traverse in the M-table. Unfortunately, these blocks are not necessarily the same as the blocks defined by the regular leading submatrices of M. Our motivation for changing this concept lies in the way we shall compute the ROPs recursively.
Because in this section we shall always refer to blocks of ROPs, we shall use the same terminology (block index, block size, ...) and the same notation (Uk, a~,...) as in the previous sections since confusion is very unlikely. This means that an M-block will start at column u + 1 and that its top row is at -+ Thus its size is position n = -an+l and its (nonzero) bottom row is at n = a,,+~. 
Row recurrence
The further description of the blocks will be constructive and will involve the explicit computation of the recurrence.
We shall first exclude some trivial situations. First exclude the case where a~-= c~ since this means that M is strictly upper triangular and then there do not exist (monic) orthogonal polynomials unless a~-= ~. The case a7 = oo is also trivial, since then there is an infinite block of orthogonal polynomials which are just the powers of z.
Hence Note that the matrix of this system is regular and has a band of zeros of width a~-+ a~-= u -1 (which is 0 in the regular case). Hence this system can be solved very efficiently. Now for the general situation of block n. Suppose we already know that The auxiliary polynomial fin is the first one in block n (except for an is obtained by shifting the previous one and is not orthogonal to all polynomials of lower degree. Since it is not an orthogonal polynomial, we shall refer to it as the NOP for block n. Note that we have (zk, hn(z)) =0, k= 1,2,...,v,+,-1.
Before treating the generic case where both Iohvidov indices are finite, we shall deal with the cases of infinite a + and/or a-first. 
Proof
The proof of the orthogonality and the recurrence relations is a repetition of the previous proofs and we shall not repeat it here. We only check the claim about the regularity of the leading submatrices. The case where a,+l+ = 0 has been considered before, so we only have to discuss []
To construct all the ROPs we need a recurrence relation to start a new block. This is given in the next theorem.
Theorem 4.5
Using the same notation as in the previous theorem, it holds that the TOP of block n + 1 is given by (4.8) where again p. r 0 is a constant and q. is a monic polynomial of degree a.+l.
Proof
Fxrst we observe that z % § ~a,,_ 1 (z) is orthogonal to z k for a.+l + <k_<v. 
4(Z) = Z4-1(Z) "~-4"(O).
The polynomial r(z) in the previous theorem is obtained in the same way with j + O~n + l 9
Factoring the Hessenberg matrix
The recurrence relation that we have just derived for the block orthogonal polynomials gives rise just like in the general case to a relation of the form (2.15), i.e.,
F.A. = ANT.,
but unlike in the Hankel case, the upper Hessenberg matrix 7". does not simplify considerably. Although it has a special structure, it is complicated to describe. There is however another formulation, which does give simple matrices. We should then replace the previous relation by
where we have replaced T. by V,,U~ I. The matrix U. is a simple upper block bi-diagonal matrix and II. is a unit upper Hessenberg matrix which is block bidiagonal too with a very simple structure. Why is it that we have this extra complication with the expression F.A. = A.T.? In the left-hand side, F. acts like a shift operator, i.e., ak in the kth column of A. is replaced by Zak. The right-hand side expresses these polynomials in terms of the aj. However, by our recurrence relation, we got expressions which also involved the NOPs (ilk-polynomials) too. The latter do not correspond to columns of the A. matrix. Thus we have to express them explicitly in terms of ak'S and this makes T,, so complicated. But the auxiliary polynomial ft. is a shifted version of one of the ak and it is therefore natural to bring that part of the recurrence which refers to one of these ~ik to the left-hand side, where these shifted polynomials are indeed available. This is the philosophy of the next manipulations of the formulas.
We use the notation w as before, but we add an index to know which block it refers to: w. = u. + a~+ x + 1 (this is the degree of the NOP of block n). We now rewrite the different updating schemes. The subdiagonal blocks are zero everywhere except for the right top element which is 1.
We can derive the following determinant formula for ~ 9
because U, and A, are unit upper triangular. The latter relation gives a determinant expression in terms of the simple matrices Un and Vn.
Krylov subspace iteration
The general setting specializes to the Toeplitz case when Q = P-~. It seems that this is not a very practical situation because usually P-~ will not be available, except of course when p-1 = pn, i.e., when P is a unitary matrix. However, in this case the situation is back in the normal positive definite case. [] If x 0 has only components along N eigenvectors of P, then XN will generate the space of these N eigenvectors and the eigenvalues of 7~'N, which are also the eigenvalues of TN, will give the corresponding eigenvalues. Since the moment matrix is positive semidefinite of rank N, we can associate it with a discrete measure with N mass points on the complex unit circle. The orthogonal polynomials will be the corresponding Szeg6 polynomials. In this case it is more appropriate to use a Szeg6/Levinson type of coupled recurrence relations. Indeed, the Hessenberg matrix TN is unitary and it can be easily parametrized in terms of Schur parameters (or reflection coefficients). However taking a finite approximation T,, n < N, we get eigenvalues which are zeros of the nth Szeg6 polynomial and these are inside the unit circle. Thus T, should be modified by forcing the last reflection coefficient to have modulus 1, in which case also the approximants will give eigenvalues on the complex unit circle. This has been worked out by Gragg and his coworkers [19, 20, 1] . It has also connections with discrete least squares approximation and matrix orthogonal polynomials for a discrete measure [34] [35] [36] 11] . A look ahead version of the Levinson and Schur algorithm can be found in [25, 15] .
We remark however that the previous row recursion is an alternative for the most general Toeplitz case, which has the advantage that the eigenvalue problem det(zI-Tn)= 0 for Tn can be replaced by a generalized eigenvalue problem det(zUn -Vn) = 0 with a particularly simple structure for Un and Vn.
Two point Pad~ approximation
The rational approximants that can be obtained for the Toeplitz case are described as follows. Recall The rational approximant gn = cl,/al, has a total of 2un parameters and fits in the series g• together a total of 2un + an+l -1 coefficients. It is therefore called a two point Pad6 approximant for the two series g•
Schur algorithm and continued fractions
In the classical situation of a positive definite Hermitian Toeplitz matrix, the Levinson algorithm computes the inverse Choleski factorization of the moment matrix and the Schur algorithm computes the Choleski factorization itself. Both are related to the coupled recurrence relation for Szeg60Ps on the unit circle. Since we worked here with the row (i.e., three term) recurrence relation for the ROPs only, we only find the L factor in the LDU factorization of the Toeplitz matrix. So, by a Schur algorithm we shall mean here an algorithm that computes this L factor recursively. To derive such a Schur algorithm, we note that in the recurrence for the ROPs, we need to find the parameters Pn, and the coefficients of the polynomials qn. The coefficients of the other polynomials used in the recurrence for the internal polynomials are contained in the r(z)-part of q,. To compute p, and qn we need the values of (l,z~g~,_~), /= O, 1,...,a,+~ forther(z) partofq~(z). 
Proof
Clearly R + is block lower triangular by the orthogonality of the ROPs. From the inner product form for the r~-coefficients, the generating property of r~" (z) follows immediately.
Note that A is block lower triangular by construction. Again, by the orthogonality of the ak(z) polynomials, it follows that R-is block upper triangular. Moreover, from the inner product form of the coefficients of the r~-(z) series, it should be clear that these coefficients appear on the first row of block row number k of R-and the lemma follows.
[] Thus, if we want to compute the factors R + and R-without computing the ROPs explicitly and without the evaluation of the inner products, we should compute the r~(z) recursively, and this is perfectly possible as shown by the previous deduction. The relation (4.5) expresses for example that the polynomial parts of s-~ (z)~.(z) and of-pnzJs~_ l(z) agree. We have indeed that with the notation of (4. 
-p,s+~_ , (z) /s+~ (z).
These relations form the basis of a Schur type algorithm. We do not repeat the details here. These are available in, e.g., [7] . Without further proof we formulate For an interpretation in terms of Schur complements, we need the left and right OPs and the corresponding residual series. This is more natural in the context of a generalization of the coupled recurrence relation, which we did not consider here. This requires the imbedding of Toeplitz matrices in the larger class of quasi Toeplitz matrices.
Note added in proof
After this paper was accepted for publication, there appeared A.H. Sayed and T. Kailath, A look-ahead block Schur algorithm for Toeplitz-like matrices, SIAM J. Anal. Appl. 16 (1995) 388-414, which discusses a Schur algorithm in terms of generators for Hermitian Toeplitz-like matrices.
